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AGAINST- Re:  Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06. 

March 4, 2021  

RE: AGAINST- Re:  Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06. 

Good day 

The purpose of my writing is to lend my voice to those who oppose the development of Three Sisters 
Mountain village. I ask Town Council to reflect the values of Canmore citizens who voted for you and 
continue to value the quality of our mountain village over the massive development that is being 
considered. I ask that the proposals be rejected, and future plans be more viable, practical, and 
inclusive, respecting human and wildlife needs. 

Bringing so many more people here as is proposed over the next years, will forever change the 
character of our community. We already have a lot of homes standing vacant for part time dwellers 
here, and while these folks generate tax revenue and spend money in town, doubling the size of the 
town cannot preserve the town values and enhance the cohesiveness of our social groups and its 
citizens. Canmore still has the feel of a small town in many ways, and that is appealing in our world of 
fast paced living. Our community has so many volunteers that support the activities of our town, 
people who get involved and care and contribute. I fear the loss of the small town, its people and 
relaxed ways, if the plans are to double our population. Its not just about the quantity of people here, 
its also the quality that they bring to the collective town. There is also a lot of congestion on local trails 
currently, and the thought of doubling the population in the coming years will render that aspect of life 
here, diminished. 

Upon retiring and becoming a single senior, I moved here 6 years ago knowing it was an expensive 
place to relocate to, but moved where my son and family were, and an area I had always valued in 
many trips here through the years. We already pay more for food, gas and other commodities just 
living in Canmore, and I urge the Council to consider that some of the foundational values of a town 
that make it appealing to others, is that base of solid citizenry who live here for reasons other than 
merely because they can afford to do so. It isn’t a status symbol for me, its my home. Canmore is 
“tuned into”  affordable housing, and certainly aware of the wealthy who live here, but let’s not forget 
about the middle class who live and contribute to our town. 

The cost of infrastructure to support this type of proposed development will necessitate an increase in 
taxes that will I fear require me to move, as my revenue is finite. The thought of being forced to move 
because I cannot afford to live here as a result of the Council choosing new development over 
preserving what we have and moderate expansion plans only, is harsh and unfair.  
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The co-existence of people with wildlife is a highly unique feature of our town.  Its important and 
healthy. I so much value seeing the wildlife and respect their right to be on these lands. This 
proposed development will leave little room for wildlife and encroach on their freedom of movement 
and potentially change our landscape forever. I am very concerned that this development would have 
broad and serious consequences for wildlife moving through the valley. The value of wildlife in this 
area was defended by the Town of Canmore at a Municipal Government board hearing in 2015 
regarding a proposed MD of Bighorn development. My understanding is that using fencing (as has 
been suggested) to delineate a smaller wildlife corridor is not a “tried and true” remedy. We do not 
have the right to experiment on our wildlife by further encroaching on their corridor, potentially 
creating a disastrous outcome. Other options need to be explored. We need legal land designation 
before any building approvals are granted and refusal to rezone lands currently zoned for 
conservation of Wildlands. 

I live on Dyrgas Gate and saw the results of the undermining collapse which happened I believe in 
2010. It took years to repair and as this area is heavily undermined, care and safety should be the 
priority both of people and our natural land and environment. The council should limit development on 
the worst undermined lands. I ask that it retain current zoning for the unfinished golf course land 
which I understand was judged to have been too undermined to support resident neighbourhoods in 
the past. 

I ask that the Council not approve development that would cause the town to take on liability for future 
undermining incidents that may occur in areas known to be heavily undermined. This is simply taking 
developers money now and leaving the town liable for future costs when the danger is known and has 
been experienced already. There is a limit to the funds of people who live in Canmore, and prudent 
decisions now will make effective use of those funds as opposed to risking them to remediate 
undermining issues that could easily be avoided. 

I do not believe that his proposed development respects or is in the best interest of the environment, 
our wildlife, and the safety and wellbeing of the citizens of Canmore. I do not believe it will enhance 
the quality of the town and I fear it will generate negative outcomes as time goes on. Do not risk 
destroying the very environment that people who value it, wish to safeguard.  

I ask the Council to reject the proposals for this development and engage with the residents of 
Canmore at a time when we are not encumbered by the pandemic restrictions. This would certainly 
represent the most open and honest way to make the decisions that the townspeople want and 
answering to their legitimate concerns. Many cannot participate via Zoom and other electronic means. 
They deserve to be included. 

Sincerely, 
Betty Devnick 


